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Abstract Copper diamond composites are increasingly

being considered for thermal management applications

because of their attractive combination of properties, such

as high thermal conductivity (k) and low coefficient of

thermal expansion (CTE). In this research, thermal prop-

erties of Cu diamond composites with two different types

of interfacial carbides (Cr3C2 and SiC) were studied. The

interface thermal conductance (hc) was calculated with

Maxwell mean-field and differential effective medium

schemes, wherein experimentally measured k was entered

as an input parameter. The k and hc of both the Cu Cr3C2

diamond and Cu SiC diamond composites are higher than

those reported in previous studies for Cu diamond com-

posites with no interfacial carbides. The value of hc is

intimately related to the morphology and thickness of the

interface carbide layer, with the highest hc being associated

with a thin and continuous interface carbide layer. A lower

hc resulting from a thicker Cr3C2 layer can provide an

alternate explanation for a previously reported trend in k of

Cu Cr3C2 diamond composites with different Cr-contents.

The experimentally measured CTE was compared with the

Turner and Kerner model predictions. The CTE of both the

Cu Cr3C2 diamond and Cu SiC diamond composites is

lower and better matches the model predictions than the

previously reported CTE of Cu diamond composite with

no interfacial carbides. The CTE of Cu Cr3C2 diamond

composites agrees better with the Kerner model than the

Turner model, which suggests that deformation during

temperature excursions involves shear.

Introduction

A reliable operation as well as further improvements in

performance of advanced electronic components requires a

creditable thermal management strategy. A high thermal

conductivity and a tailorable coefficient of thermal expan-

sion (CTE) are important attributes of candidate substrate/

packaging materials for high power density electronic

components [1 6]. Several diamond containing metal matrix

composites have been developed to generate this combina-

tion of properties and in many instances, these are materials

of choice for such thermal management applications.

In several metal diamond systems, carbides at the inter-

face improve the integrity, adhesion (via mechanical and/or

chemical bonding), and aid the thermal transport between

metal and diamond [2 6]. A variety of carbides are known

to serve this purpose, e.g., Cr carbide in Cu- and Ag-matrix

composites, B carbide in Cu-matrix composite, SiC in

Ag-matrix composite, etc. In addition, carbides at diamond/

metal interface also improve the wettability during liquid

metal infiltration of diamond and therefore, carbide-forming

elements are added to liquid metal prior to infiltration for

this purpose as well [2, 3]. In cases where these carbide-

forming elements undergo a eutectic reaction with the

matrix metal, the infiltration temperature can be reduced and

thereby, graphitization of diamond at the interface can be

minimized [2]. This further aids the processing and leads to

better thermal properties. Examples include Cu B, Cu Cr,

Ag Cr and Ag Si systems.

Besides liquid phase infiltration, the composites can be

fabricated via powder metallurgy route by sintering in the
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solid state [4 6]. In prior studies (e.g., Ref. [6]), a mixture of

pre-alloyed Cu Cr powder and diamond particles was hot

pressed to fabricate composites with good thermal proper-

ties. Prior investigations have reported a change in com-

posite thermal conductivity (k) and Cu/diamond interface

thermal conductance (hc) with a change in material or pro-

cessing conditions [3, 6]. However, the underlying micro-

structural features leading to these observed differences in hc

and k are not fully understood. The objective of this study is

to identify the microstructural features that cause the vari-

ations in hc, and thereby the differences in k.

For fabrication via powder metallurgy route, the pro-

cessing temperatures are much lower and additionally,

liquid metal wettability of diamond is not an issue.

Moreover, the solid-state processing can, in principle, be

carried out at relatively low temperatures even for non-

eutectic matrices. For example, although Cu Si is not a

eutectic system, a Cu diamond composite with a SiC

interface layer can be fabricated at a relatively low tem-

perature via solid-state processing route.

The CTE of SiC is comparable to that of B carbide and

about half of Cr carbide (Table 1). Moreover, there is a

large variation in the reported values of thermal conduc-

tivity for SiC; with the minimum being similar to that for

Cr3C2 and B4C, and the maximum being more than an

order of magnitude higher (Table 1). Therefore, it is rea-

sonable to expect that use of SiC in lieu of B carbide or

Cr carbide as an interface layer can potentially lead to a

similar or higher k. In an earlier work [13], fabrication of a

Cu diamond composite with a SiC interface layer was

attempted. The k of this composite was very low (*60 W/

m-K). The current paper also assesses if an improvement in

k of a Cu diamond composite with a SiC interface layer

can be effected by process modification.

The thermal properties of Cu SiC metal matrix compos-

ites, which do not contain diamond, have been examined in

prior studies with an aim to evaluate their suitability as a

thermal management material [6, 14 16]. There is an issue

with regards to a chemical reaction between Cu and SiC at

elevated temperatures, which results in decomposition of SiC

and dissolution of Si in Cu-matrix. Thermal conductivity of

Cu is reduced significantly due to this reaction, especially

when processing temperatures are above the melting point

of Cu [14, 15]. Moreover, when solid-state processing of

Cu SiC composite involves relatively long thermal expo-

sures, its thermal properties are adversely affected [6, 16].

However, it has been shown that this reaction can be mini-

mized, and its adverse effect on thermal conductivity can

essentially be eliminated via solid-state processing (forging)

that incorporates a short thermal exposure [14, 16].

In this study, thermal properties of Cu diamond com-

posites with two different types of interfacial carbides (i.e.,

Cr3C2 and SiC) were investigated. To fabricate the

Cu Cr3C2 diamond composites, a mixture of pre-alloyed

Cu Cr powder and diamond particles was hot pressed for

sufficient time at a high enough temperature to allow dif-

fusion of Cr-atoms to the metal/diamond interface with the

resultant formation of carbide. On the other hand, to fab-

ricate the Cu SiC diamond composite, Cu SiC diamond

powder was forged for short time at a relatively low tem-

perature to minimize the diffusion of Si away from inter-

face into the Cu-matrix.

Material

Composites with Cr carbide interface layer

Composites with three different amounts of diamond (20,

40, and 60 vol%) were examined. The diamond particle

size was -120/?140 mesh (average *110 lm) for 20 and

40 vol% diamond composites. For 60 vol% diamond

composite, a mixture of diamond particle sizes was used

that consisted of *75 % of -70/?80 mesh (average

*194 lm) and *25 % of -325/?400 mesh (average

*40 lm). The pre-alloyed Cu Cr powder, with nominal

composition of Cu 0.8 wt%Cr, was used to form Cu-rich

matrix in the composites. The composites were fabricated

via hot pressing in a vacuum of *10-4 mbar (*10-2 Pa).

The hot pressing was done by Fraunhofer Institute (IFAM,

Dresden, Germany) at a pressure of 45 MPa and a tem-

perature of 950 �C, with the hold time of 30 min. The

material and processing conditions are summarized in

Table 2, where the composites with 20, 40 and 60 vol%

diamond are designated ‘A’, ‘B’, and ‘C’, respectively. The

microstructures of the three composites are shown in

Fig. 1a c.

Composites with Si carbide interface layer

Diamond particles (average size *110 lm) were coated

with SiC using a proprietary chemical vapor reaction pro-

cess [17]. To reduce any possible segregation of diamond

in the composite, SiC-coated diamond particles were fur-

ther plated with Cu (using a commercial electro-plating

Table 1 Thermal properties of carbides [7 12]

Type of carbide CTE (910-6/K) Thermal

conductivity

(W/m K)

References

SiC 3.8 5.1 40 145 [7, 8]

SiC 300 500 [9 11]

Cr3C2 10.4 19 [12]

B4C 4.3 20 35 [7]
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technique) and no additional Cu powder was added prior to

consolidation. The Cu SiC diamond powder had an aver-

age particle size of *160 lm. The approach in this study

for reducing diamond segregation in Cu SiC diamond

composite is consistent with the earlier reports [16, 18].

These two-step coated diamond particles were subse-

quently consolidated via forging in an inert atmosphere.

The forging was done by AM2T, LLC (formerly Ceracon,

Inc., Sacramento, CA) at a pressure of 345 MPa and a

temperature of 850 �C (the forging time was *10 s). The

consolidated composite was subsequently air-cooled to

room temperature. The material and processing conditions

are summarized in Table 2, where the Cu SiC diamond

composite is designated ‘D’. The microstructure of com-

posite D is shown in Fig. 1d.

Experimental procedures

Determination of thermal properties

The k of the four composites was calculated as:

k = q.D.cp, where q is the density, D is the thermal dif-

fusivity, and cp is the specific heat capacity. q was mea-

sured using Archimedes’ method, and D was measured

with laser flash technique per ASTM E1461. The speci-

mens for D measurement (nominal dimensions: 10 mm 9

10 mm 9 3 mm) were coated with *5 lm of graphite

prior to loading in a sample holder in LFA 457 MicroFlash

unit (Manufacturer: NETZSCH-Gerätebau GmbH, Selb,

Germany) between a neodymium glass laser (wave-

length = 1.06 lm and pulse width = 330 ls) and an

indium antimonide (InSb) infrared (IR) detector. The

graphite coating is used to improve absorption of laser

pulse energy on the front face, and to improve emissivity of

the rear face of specimen. The specimen is subjected to a

short duration laser pulse. The energy of pulse is absorbed

by the front face of specimen and the resulting rear face

temperature rise with time is recorded using the IR detec-

tor. The temperature rise curve is analyzed with NETZSCH

LFA Analysis software, wherein different models (includ-

ing combinations of facial and radial heat loss, and finite

pulse effect) can be selected. The analysis is based on

nonlinear regression routines, which consider the entire

measurement curve (about 2000 3000 data points) by

adjusting the unknown diffusivity and loss factor until the

total point-to-point mismatch between the theoretical and

experimental temperature rise curves is minimized. The

measurement and analysis were validated in the software

by visual and statistical comparisons of the model and

experimental temperature rise curves. cp was calculated

from rule-of-mixtures (ROM) using cp of Cu ðcpCu
Þ =

385 J/kg-K [19] and cp of diamond ðcpDiamond
Þ = 510 J/kg-K

[20]. The composite cp using ROM is obtained as:

cpComposite
= WCu 9 cpCu

? WDiamond 9 cpDiamond
, where WCu

and WDiamond are the weight fractions of Cu and diamond,

respectively. The CTE of composites was measured with a

push-rod dilatometer DIL 402 C (Manufacturer: NET-

ZSCH-Gerätebau GmbH, Selb, Germany) per ASTM E228

at a heating rate of 1 �C/min in nitrogen atmosphere. The

reported values of CTE were determined for the tempera-

ture range 25 100 �C, using the Technical Alpha Values

Routine in the Proteus Analysis software from NETZSCH.

Characterization of interfacial carbides

To detect the presence of any carbide at the Cu/diamond

interface and to determine its salient features, the composites

were immersed in dilute nitric acid to dissolve the copper

matrix. The diamond particles, along with the interfacial car-

bides, were collected and subsequently characterized via

scanning electron microscopy (SEM), X-ray diffraction

(XRD), and electron probe microanalysis (EPMA). SEM,

XRD, and EPMA examinations were carried out to characterize

Table 2 Summary of materials and processing conditions of the examined composites

Compositea Amount of

diamond

(vol%)

Average diamond

particle diameter

(lm)

Pre consolidation processing Consolidation

method

Consolidation parameters

Pressure

(MPa)

Temperature

(�C)

Hold

time

A 20 110 Synthetic diamond particles mixed

with pre alloyed Cu 0.8 wt%Cr

powder

Hot pressing 45 950 30 min

B 40 110

C 60 156b

D 34 110 Synthetic diamond particles first

coated with SiC, and then plated

with Cu

Forging 345 850 *10 s

a Composites A, B and C were supplied by Dr. Thomas Schubert (IFAM, Dresden, Germany), whereas composite D was provided by Mr. Henry

‘‘Mic’’ Meeks of AM2T, LLC (formerly Ceracon, Inc.)
b Weighted average of bi modal particle size distribution: 194 lm (*75 %) and 40 lm (*25 %)
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analyzed with Direct Current Plasma Emission Spectros-

copy per ASTM E1097 to determine their Cr-content. This

analysis facilitates a comparison of the level of Cr-diffu-

sion to the Cu/diamond interface and subsequent interfacial

carbide formation in the three composites. This also aids in

estimation of the Cr-content of Cu-rich matrix.

Models for thermal properties

Models for interface thermal conductance (hc)

Three different models for calculation of hc are considered,

and are described below.

Hasselman Johnson/Maxwell Mean-Field (MMF) model

A simple model of the composite is assumed as a distri-

bution of spherical particles (simulating diamond) in a

continuous matrix phase (simulating Cu). According to

Maxwell theory [24], the effective k within the framework

of such a simple model is given by [25]:

k ¼ km

2 kd

km
� 1

� �
Vd þ kd

km
þ 2

1� kd

km

� �
Vd þ kd

km
þ 2

2
4

3
5; ð1Þ

where km is the thermal conductivity of matrix, kd is the

thermal conductivity of dispersions (i.e., diamond in the

current context), and Vd is the volume fraction of dispersions.

Equation (1) assumes that there is no interface thermal

resistance and therefore, provides the upper-bound for k.

Hasselman and Johnson [26] have proposed a model for k that

incorporates a non-zero interface thermal resistance:

k ¼ km

2 kd

km
� kd

ahc
� 1

� �
Vd þ kd

km
þ 2kd

ahc
þ 2

1� kd

km
þ kd

ahc

� �
Vd þ kd

km
þ 2kd

ahc
þ 2

2
4

3
5; ð2Þ

where a is the radius of spherical dispersions, and hc is the

interface thermal conductance.

Differential Effective Medium (DEM) scheme

In this model, the composite with a finite volume fraction

of dispersions is assumed to be a homogeneous material

having the same properties as the effective properties of

composite [27, 28]. The infinitesimal change in the effec-

tive property of composite with an addition of infinitesimal

amount of dispersion is given by the dilute solution and this

approach leads to a differential equation. Integration of this

differential equation, starting at Vd = 0 and k = km, per-

mits an estimation of the effective property (i.e., k in the

current context) of composite at any given Vd within the

framework of DEM model. Prior studies report that DEM

approach results in a better prediction of composite elec-

trical conductivity than the MMF approach [27, 28].

Moreover, with regards to the predictions of k, DEM

scheme yields consistent results for a wider range of phase

contrast (i.e., the ratio of the thermal conductivities of the

dispersion and matrix) than the MMF model [29]. There-

fore, in addition to the MMF model, DEM approach was

considered in the current study, even though the latter is

more complex and less commonly used.

The effective thermal conductivity of dispersion is defined as:

keff
d ¼

kd

1þ kd

ahc

� � ð3Þ

Defining conductivity amplification factor, A = k
km

and the

effective phase contrast, /eff ¼
keff

d

km
, the governing equation

per DEM scheme is [29]:

ð1� VdÞ ¼
/eff � A

/eff � 1

� �
� A 1=3 ð4Þ

Acoustic Mismatch Model (AMM) for hc calculation

AMM assumes no phonon scattering at the interface [30],

and permits an estimation of thermal conductance for Cu/

diamond interface without needing the thermal conduc-

tivities of the composite and its constituents as the input

parameters. According to AMM, the Cu/diamond interface

thermal conductance is given by [31, 32]:

hc �
1

2
qm � cpm

� v
3
m

v2
d

� qmqdvmvd

qmvm þ qdvdð Þ2
; ð5Þ

where qm and qd are the densities of Cu and diamond,

respectively; vm and vd are the phonon velocities in Cu and

diamond, respectively; and cpm
is the specific heat capacity

of Cu. Using qm = 8960 kg/m3, cpm
= 385 J/kg-K, vm =

2881 m/s, qd = 3520 kg/m3 and vd = 13924 m/s as input

Table 3 Carbide layer thickness determined with EPMA GMRFILM

technique

Composite Type of carbide

at Cu/diamond

interface

Carbide layer

thicknessa (nm)

A Cr3C2 294 ± 136

B Cr3C2 188 ± 67

C Cr3C2 149 ± 46

D SiC 1255 ± 688

The EPMA experiments were conducted at 15 kV on particles

extricated from composites A, B, and C, and at two different accel

erating voltages (15 and 25 kV) on particles extricated from com

posite D
a Mean and standard deviation of thickness values determined at 10

or more different locations are shown

1334 J Mater Sci (2013) 48:1330 1341
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parameters [31] in Eq. (5), hc for Cu/diamond interface is

estimated to be 48.1 9 106 W/m2-K.

Models for CTE

Two models for prediction of composite CTE are consid-

ered: the first one was originally proposed by Turner [33]

and the second one was originally proposed by Kerner [34].

In the Turner model, a homogeneous strain in the com-

posite is assumed and the shear deformation is assumed to

be negligible. By equating the sum of internal forces on

any cross-section of the composite to zero, the expression

for the composite CTE (ac) is obtained as [25, 33, 35]:

ac ¼
amVmKm þ adVdKd

VmKm þ VdKd

; ð6Þ

where a, V, and K are the CTE, volume fraction, and bulk

modulus, respectively, and the subscripts c, m, and d correspond

to composite, matrix, and dispersion, respectively. In the

Kerner model, the shape of particles is assumed to be spherical

and the shear deformation is also considered. This model gives

the ac as [25, 34 36]:

ac ¼ amVm þ adVd þ VmVdðad � amÞ

� Kd � Km

VmKm þ VdKd þ ð3KmKd=4GmÞ
; ð7Þ

where Gm is the shear modulus of matrix. The model

predictions of the CTE for Cu diamond composites are

obtained with the following matrix and particle properties

[25]: aCu = 16.42 9 10-6/K, KCu = 140 GPa, GCu = 49

GPa, adiamond = 2.3 9 10-6/K and Kdiamond = 580 GPa.

The Turner and Kerner model predictions are shown in

Fig. 2 as dotted and solid lines, respectively.

Experimental results and model predictions

XRD patterns

The XRD patterns for the diamond particles (along with

any interfacial carbide), which were extricated from the

four composites, are shown in Fig. 3a d. The pattern from

virgin diamond, which has not undergone any consolida-

tion into composite and subsequent acid dissolution of

Cu-matrix, is also shown in Fig. 3e for comparison. The

diamond peaks are observed from the particles extricated

from all the four composites and the Cu-peaks are absent,

which suggests a complete dissolution of Cu-matrix. In

addition, Cr3C2-peaks are also observed from the particles

that were extricated from the composites A, B, and C

(Fig. 3a c). The number and relative intensities of Cr3C2-

peaks are the highest for composite A and the lowest for

composite C. This suggests that the amount of Cr3C2, for a

fixed amount of diamond, is the highest on the particles

released from composite A, and it is the lowest on the

particles released from composite C. For the particles

extricated from composite D, XRD pattern shows the SiC

peaks (Fig. 3d), in addition to the diamond peaks, and

thereby confirms the presence of interfacial SiC.

Morphology of interfacial carbides

The SEM examination of particles extricated from the four

composites was carried out and the morphology of inter-

facial carbides is shown in Fig. 4. In composite A, Cr3C2

layer is continuous and covers the interface area almost

completely (Fig. 4a). In composite C, Cr3C2 layer is dis-

continuous, and the interface area coverage by Cr3C2 is the

lowest among composites A, B, and C (Fig. 4). The

interface area coverage by Cr3C2 in composite B is inter-

mediate between that in composites A and C. In composite

D, SiC layer is also discontinuous, and the interface area

coverage is even lower than that in composite C by Cr3C2

(Fig. 4c d).

Thickness of carbide layers

The thickness of carbide layers is shown in Table 3. The

thickness of Cr3C2 is the highest in composite A and the

lowest in composite C. In conjunction with the carbide

morphology described above, this indicates that the more

continuous a Cr3C2 layer is, the thicker it is. This further

Composite CTE from Kerner Model, Equation (7) 

Composite CTE from Turner Model, Equation (6) 

Experimental Data - Cu-Cr3C2-Diamond Composite (Current Study)

Experimental Data - Cu-SiC-Diamond Composite (Current Study)

Cu-Diamond Composite with no Interface Carbide, after ref. [3]

C
o

m
p

o
si

te
 C

T
E

 (
×

10
-6
/K

)

Diamond Volume Fraction

Fig. 2 Comparison of experimentally measured CTE of composites

A, B, C, and D with the predictions of Turner and Kerner Models. The

CTE of Cu diamond composite with no interface carbide, taken from

Ref. [3], is also shown
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four independent factors that determine the effective k:

(i) volume fraction of constituents, (ii) thermal conduc-

tivity of constituents, (iii) size of diamond particles, and

(iv) thermal conductance across the metal/diamond inter-

face. A consideration of hc values for the different com-

posites permits a relative assessment of the efficacy of the

interface with regards to the thermal transport between Cu

and diamond, which is not possible from a consideration of

k values alone. Among the three Cu Cr3C2 diamond

composites, composite B has the highest hc and composite

C has the lowest hc. This implies that the thermal transport

across Cu/diamond interface is the most efficient in com-

posite B and the least efficient in composite C, although

composite C has the highest k (Table 5). Composite D (i.e.,

the Cu SiC diamond composite) has a lower hc than even

composite C. However, composite D has a higher hc than a

value of 0.5 9 106 W/m2-K, which has been reported in an

earlier study for Cu diamond composite with no interfacial

carbides [6]. This suggests that even in the composite with

the lowest hc in the current study, the heat transfer across

Cu/diamond interface is more efficient than in a Cu dia-

mond composite with no interfacial carbides. The /eff of

the four composites examined in this study has values in

the range of 0.2 2.5 (Table 5). The good agreement

between the MMF and DEM predictions of hc in this

range of /eff is consistent with an earlier study [29] that

reported a significant disagreement between the predictions

of two models at /eff [ 4 and a good agreement at

/eff = 2 - 4.

The experimentally determined values of CTE for the

four composites are also shown in Table 5. As expected, a

lower CTE is associated with a higher diamond vol% in the

three Cu Cr3C2 diamond composites (A, B, and C). The

experimental data are compared with the Turner and

Kerner model predictions in Fig. 2. The previously repor-

ted [3] CTE for a Cu diamond composite with no inter-

facial carbide is also shown in Fig. 2. The three Cu Cr3C2

diamond composites follow the Kerner line and this sug-

gests that shear deformation does occur with a change of

temperature in these composites. Unlike hc, the degree of

agreement of CTE with the model prediction does not

depend on the Cr3C2 layer thickness and continuity, within

the range examined in this study. On the other hand, the

CTE of composite D is higher than both the Turner and

Kerner model predictions. This suggests a weaker bonding

between Cu and diamond in composite D than in com-

posites A, B, and C. This effect could possibly be associ-

ated with the differences in type, morphology and/or

thickness of the interfacial carbides in the two types of

composites (i.e., Cu Cr3C2 diamond and Cu SiC dia-

mond). However, the degree of disagreement from model

predictions of CTE for Cu diamond composite (with no

interfacial carbide) is even higher than for composite D,

suggesting a stronger bonding between Cu and diamond in

the latter composite. This trend in CTE values for the three

different types of composites (i.e., Cu Cr3C2 diamond,

Cu SiC diamond, and Cu diamond with no interfacial

carbide) is consistent with the trends in k and hc values for

these three types of materials, as described above. In

general, a lower CTE is associated with a higher k and a

higher hc, which is in agreement with prior studies. For

example, Weber and Tavangar have reported a higher k

Table 5 Experimentally measured values of Coefficient of Thermal Expansion (CTE) and thermal conductivity for the four copper diamond

composites

Composite Amount

of

diamond

(vol%)

Nitrogen

content

of

diamond

useda

(ppm)

Thermal

conductivity

of diamond

usedb

(W/m K)

Composite

thermal

conductivity

predicted

with

Maxwell

theoryc,

Eq. (1)

(W/m K)

Experimentally determined Average

diamond

particle

radius,

a (lm)

hc from

H J

modelc,

Eq. (2)

(9106

W/m2

K)

DEM model Resultsc

Composite

CTE

(910-6/K)

Composite

thermal

conductivity

(W/m K)

hc from

Eqs. (3 4)

(9106 W/

m2 K)

Effective

phase

contrast,

/eff

A 20 180 1623 535 12.66 478 55 39.3 38.3 2.3

B 40 180 1623 704 9.57 591 55 50.9 47.8 2.5

C 60 238 1429 860 7.06 601 78 21.8 21.5 1.9

D 34 59 2013 691 12.96 270 55 1.6 1.7 0.2

The predicted thermal conductivity of composite using Maxwell theory and the calculated thermal conductance (hc) values for the Cu/diamond

interface using two different models are also shown
a The nitrogen content of diamond was determined with inert gas fusion method
b The diamond thermal conductivity was estimated from its nitrogen content, using the results reported in Ref. [37]
c A matrix thermal conductivity of 400 W/m K was assumed for all the four composites
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and a lower CTE for Cu B4C diamond composites than

for Cu Cr3C2 diamond composites [3].

Discussion

A new finding of this study is that in Cu diamond com-

posites, which are fabricated using pre-alloyed Cu 0.8Cr

powder, the interfacial carbide layer thickness and conti-

nuity vary significantly with a change of diamond vol%. A

thicker and more continuous Cr3C2 layer is associated with

a lower diamond vol%. This variation is caused by three

factors: (i) for a fixed quantity of composite, a higher

amount of Cr is present in the lower diamond vol% com-

posite; (ii) a higher fraction of available Cr participates in

the formation of interfacial Cr3C2 in the lower diamond

vol% composite, as suggested by the Cr-content of matrix

in composites A, B and C (Table 4); and (iii) for a given

quantity of composite, the total Cu/diamond interface area

is smaller for the lower diamond vol% composite. This

finding has important implications for improving our

understanding of the factors that affect thermal transport

across Cu/diamond interfaces and overall thermal con-

ductivity of Cu diamond composites. In prior studies

[4 6], the importance of interfacial carbide layer thickness

in affecting hc is discussed. However, earlier investigations

have reported a continuous carbide layer at Cu/diamond

interfaces based on characterization of sections through

small areas [4, 5], and characterizations in this study of

significantly larger interfacial areas indicate that this

clearly is not the case for all material/processing condi-

tions. A comparison of hc values for composites A and B

(Table 5) shows that a more continuous interfacial carbide

layer does not necessarily lead to an improved interfacial

thermal conductance if this higher level of continuity is

associated with an increase in carbide layer thickness. This

is, at least in part, due to thermal conductivity of Cr3C2

(Table 1) being significantly lower than that of both Cu and

diamond. On the other hand, a comparison of hc values for

composites B and C (Table 5) demonstrates that a thinner

interfacial carbide layer also does not necessarily lead to an

improved interfacial thermal conductance if this reduction

in thickness is associated with a reduction in continuity of

the carbide layer. Moreover, there is a good agreement of

hc for composite B with the AMM prediction (See

‘‘Acoustic Mismatch Model (AMM) for hc calculation’’

section). Based on the experimental evidence and model

estimates presented in this study, we propose that the

maximum possible hc value will be attained for the con-

dition of a thin and continuous interfacial carbide layer.

The attainment of the highest possible hc has practical

importance as it would lead to a composite with the highest

possible k at a given particle size and volume fraction of

diamond. For example, a composite with the diamond

particle size, volume fraction and nitrogen content as in

composite C, and an hc = 50.9 9 106 W/m2-K as in

composite B, is predicted to have a k = 721 W/m-K from

MMF model (Eq. (2)). This is 20 % higher than the k of

composite C (Table 5) and is, in principle, attainable by

changing the interfacial Cr3C2 layer characteristics.

In an earlier study [3], for a given diamond particle size

and volume fraction, the k was reported to first increase

with Cr-content of the starting Cu Cr alloy, reach a max-

imum at Cr-content *0.5 at% (i.e., *0.4 wt%) and then

decrease at Cr-content [0.4 wt%. The decrease of k at

Cr-content [0.4 wt% was suggested to be due to the pos-

sibility of a reduction in matrix thermal conductivity as a

result of any residual Cr as solid solution in the Cu-rich

matrix [3]. However, the results of current study suggest

that any possible variation in the characteristics of inter-

facial carbide layer (e.g., higher thickness with similar

continuity at Cr-content[0.4 wt%) can also reduce hc and

thereby, the k. This could be an alternate mechanism that

can explain the lower k at Cr-content[0.4 wt% reported in

Ref. [3]. To determine the relative contributions of two

mechanisms (i.e., a reduced matrix thermal conductivity

and a reduced hc), additional data from composites in Ref.

[3] may be needed.

The Cu SiC diamond composite has substantially lower

k and an order of magnitude lower hc than the Cu Cr3C2

diamond composites examined in this study (Table 5).

Figure 4 shows that the interfacial carbide is less continuous

and sparser in composite D than in composites A, B, or C. In

this regard, it is also important to note that the Cu SiC

diamond composite has a higher k and a higher hc than the

values reported in prior studies [3, 6] for Cu diamond

composites with no interfacial carbide layer. Weber and

Tavangar [3] reported a k * 130 W/m-K for a Cu 60 vol%

diamond composite with no interfacial carbide and an

average diamond particle diameter of *200 lm. Schubert

et al. [6] reported a k = 215 W/m-K and an hc = 0.5 9

106 W/m2-K, for a Cu 42 vol% diamond composite with no

interfacial carbide and an average diamond particle diameter

of 120 lm. Therefore, the presence of SiC at the Cu/dia-

mond interface does lead to an improvement in thermal

transport between Cu and diamond. A lower k and hc in

composite D than in composites A, B or C can, at least in

part, be attributed to the differences in the interfacial carbide

layer morphology and thickness. To determine the degree of

dependence of hc on the type of interfacial carbide (i.e., SiC

vs. Cr3C2), an examination of Cu SiC diamond composites

with a significantly (* an order of magnitude) thinner and

more continuous interfacial SiC layer than in composite D is

needed.

The degree of agreement of the CTE with the Kerner

model prediction is same for the three Cu Cr3C2 diamond
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composites (A, B and C) examined in this study. On the

other hand, the degree of agreement of hc with the AMM

prediction is different for the composites A, B, and C. The

continuity and thickness of interfacial Cr3C2 layer are also

different for these three composites. These results indicate

that within the range of interfacial carbides examined in

this study, the thickness and continuity of Cr3C2 has a

strong influence on the hc but not on the CTE. This finding

is consistent with a previous study [3], where a constant

CTE and variations in k at Cr-content in the range

0.1 1 at% (i.e., 0.08 0.82 wt%) were reported for a fixed

volume fraction and particle size of diamond. The varia-

tions in k at Cr-content of 0.1 1 at% reported in Ref. [3]

could possibly be associated with the variations in hc, as

discussed in the current paper.

Summary and conclusions

The thermal properties of Cu diamond composites with

two different types of interfacial carbides, Cr3C2 and SiC,

were examined. A higher processing temperature and time

were employed to fabricate the Cu Cr3C2 diamond com-

posites than the Cu SiC diamond composite. A higher

processing temperature/time combination for Cu Cr3C2

diamond composites facilitates Cr-diffusion to the metal/

diamond interface with the resultant formation of interfa-

cial Cr3C2, whereas a lower temperature/time combination

for Cu SiC diamond composite limits the decomposition

of SiC already present at the Cu/diamond interface and any

subsequent diffusion of Si into the Cu-matrix. The con-

clusions of this study are summarized below:

(i) In the Cu Cr3C2 diamond composites, the morphol-

ogy and thickness of interfacial Cr3C2 layer are not

fixed, but vary with the volume fraction and particle

size of diamond. For a lower Cu/diamond interfacial

area per unit volume of the composite, the Cr3C2 layer

is thicker and more continuous.

(ii) In the examined Cu SiC diamond composite, the

interfacial SiC is not continuous, but sparse. The hc

and k values for Cu SiC diamond composite are

lower than those for Cu Cr3C2 diamond composites,

but are higher than those reported in prior studies for

Cu diamond composites with no interfacial carbides.

(iii) The hc and k values are strongly dependent on the

interfacial carbide layer morphology and thickness.

A thin and continuous carbide layer is likely to result

in the highest possible heat transfer between Cu and

diamond, and thereby a maximum possible k for a

given diamond particle size and volume fraction.

(iv) To determine the relative efficacy of the two carbides,

Cr3C2 and SiC, for improving the thermal conductance

between Cu and diamond, additional research on

Cu SiC diamond composites with a different SiC

layer morphology and thickness is needed.

(v) This study suggests an alternative mechanism for a

previously reported lower k at Cr-content [0.4 wt%,

which is based on the expected changes in hc,

attributable to the possible variations in interfacial

Cr3C2 layer thickness with an increase in Cr-content.

This alternate mechanism is different from the

mechanism of reduced matrix thermal conductivity,

attributable to a possible higher amount of Cr as solid

solution in the matrix at the higher Cr-content, which

was proposed in an earlier study.

(vi) The CTE of Cu Cr3C2 diamond composites with

20 60 vol% diamond matches well with the Kerner

model predictions and not with the Turner model

predictions. This suggests deformation involving shear

during temperature excursions of these composites.

(vii) The CTE of Cu SiC diamond composite is higher

than that predicted by the Turner and Kerner

models. However, the degree of agreement with

models is better for Cu SiC diamond composite

than for a Cu diamond composite with no interfa-

cial carbide. This suggests that within the range of

interfacial carbide type, thickness, and morphology

examined in this study, the bonding between Cu and

diamond is stronger in Cu Cr3C2 diamond com-

posites than in the Cu SiC diamond composite.

Moreover, this bonding is stronger in Cu SiC

diamond composite than in the Cu diamond com-

posite with no interfacial carbides.

(viii) Composite CTE is inversely related to its k and hc.

Therefore, it can serve as a quick, effective, and

relative measure of the state of Cu/diamond interface

in the context of thermal transport, under the condi-

tions of a fixed diamond size and volume fraction.
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